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ABSTRACT

The methodology of @ prior policy study of transportation energy

conservation is elaborated and illustrated so as to show that it is

broadly applicable to other problems and issues that involve social

uses of resources and technology, their results and impacts.

Policy RAD is defined as the process of transforming science and

?technology data into a comprehensive and evaluated basis for concrete

decision making. The current modes of "policy making" are outlined and

contrasted with policy RED.

?The elements, typical steps and sequence, and implications of

policy R&D are analyzed. ?Technology and environnental-impact assessment

are identified as specific applications of the policy R&D methodology.

The value of this method for decision making under conditions of un-

certainty is highlighted. Main implications and perceived practical

obstacles are listed.

?The principal conclusion is that policy R&D is a necessary and

useful dimension of any decisional process from the first identification



of the problem or issue to the selection of the means to deal with it.

Effective utilization of knowledge in decision making requires that

?the policy R&D dimension be appropriately integrated into the whole

process from data to decision.

Tt needs to be recognized that policy R&D is not an extrapolation

of any existing discipline (such as economics, planning or managenent)

?but @ new discipline which links the specialized technical R&Ds to

societal decision making and facilitates their effective and sustained

application.
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PREFACE

By

Dr, Juan A. Bonnet, Jr., Director

Center for Energy and Environment Research



University of Puerto Rico

The present paper is a follow up on the policy study of "Energy

Conservation in Transportation in Puerto Rico," prepared by Professor

Jaro Mayda in 1978. That regional study addressed the specific prob-

Jems of energy use in transportation. It concentrated on the conversion

of concrete data into policy "baselines." The analytic model was

described only briefly.

?The recognition of the need for comprehensive policy analysis is

now widespread. On the national level, it is reflected, for example,

in the activities of the Office of Technology Assessment and the Office

of Science and Technology Policy. The Council on Environmental quality

recently revised its regulations to make environmental impact state-

ments more "policy oriented." ?The 1979 research program of the Urban

Mass Transit Aéninistration stresses the need to make planning and

predictive models more "policy sensitive."

The model of policy R & D that underlies the Puerto Rico transpor-

?tation energy conservation study is considered to be applicable beyond

the particular topic and occasion. As the present paper explains,

problems guch as those of energy, environment and transportation deal

in fact with resource use and allocation in the context of the needs

of society. The data, goals and capabilities vary. But the method

of analysis and the development of solutions are highly comparable.



I believe this contribution by Dr. Mayda will have a significant

effect on policy development for decision mking in the energy con-

servation and transportation sectors.

We are pleased to acknowledge the contribution of the Howard Bayne

Foundation which was used to defray the cost of this project.
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INTRODUCTION

1. The purpose and topic of this paper.

?This paper is a concise elaboration of the methodology used to

prepare ?Energy conservation in transportation in Puerto Rico: A policy



study" (19),? referred to in the following text and notes as TEC/PR.

?The methodology, now termed "policy research and developnent,? was

central already to the concept of econanagenent (20 [1967] and is impli-

cit in the U.S. National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. Rather than

boing only @ project-specific technique, it is a perspective and an

approach to problem solving that is akin to system analysis. It was

recognized long ago that system analysis is primarily a state of mina.

Sinoe the policy problems which interest us here involve the social

uses of resources and technology, and the resulting environsental im-

pacts, the policy RAD dealing with then is a form of applied social

system analysis--with significant modifications, especially a shift

toward synthesis, to be explained later.

 

?The broad applicability of such a methodology is apparent at first

sight. It goes beyond TEC and even beyond the areas to which this paper

expressly addresses itself. Nevertheless, policy R&D is not widely un-

derstood under any name, and even less widely practiced. And yet, if

?there is one connon factor in the decreasing relative capability of the

governnents to deal effectively with major problems before they 'solve?

themselves by means of a crisis, the lack of systematic and rigorous

policy development is likely to te this factor.?



Such 2 hypothesis suggests that policy RAD may be the most important

branch of the whole R&D process, because the socially beneficial and sus-

tainable applications of all other R&Ds depend on adequate social policies.

The present paper can not aim at an elaborate denonstration, as feasible

as it appears. It mst remain an outline of the elements and the model,

with practical illustrations and implications. It is, however, written

against a broad background of antecedents, development of concepts (25,

2B, 12, 16, 26, 2k, 15) and practical applications (28, 22, 29, 19, 21, 23).

 

* Underscored numbers refer to the bibliography (pp.3 £f.)1 where neces-

sary, they are followed by plain page number(s) or other aymbols which

specify the reference. Superior numbers identity notes (pp. 31 ff.)

�
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?The extensive reference apparatus of these various studies and reports

(TEG/PR alone has a bibliography of 150 items) are reflected here. The

appended bibliography, although it outlines several new itens, is only

a small sample of the full reference. i

 



The propositions and generalizations presented in this paper may be

?therefore considered as more broadly based and justified than the scope

and reference would indicate at first sight. They will hopefully serve

as a base for further useful application and refinement.

2, Synopsis of the transportation energy conservation policy study.

?The immediate point of departure for this paper being TEC/PR, it is

convenient to start with a brief summary of the characteristics and

results of that project.

a) Topic and goals.

These were described in the report itself as follows:

" The use and waste of energy in transportation in Puerto Rico is

such a massive and complex social event that it ls particularly

suited for a major exercise in policy research and development for

decision making: Such an effort must be collective and should ai

at specific recomendations and tine tables, as well

ment of the methodology used to analyze [and identity?

systemic nature of important social and Fesource problems so as to

enhance public decision making related to then.

" The present study is an initial effort [by a single policy gene-

valist ] to apply social systom analysis to transportation enerey



gonservation, in order to prepare the ground for a team effort of

?transportation and energy specialists, regional planners, policy

specialists and government adninistratore--with additional inputs

from commerce, industry and the commmity at large.

" The task of this study is to inventory the principal factors and

inputs in ?the field of transportation energy demand and possible

conservation, to estimate their magnitudes and relations, and to

arrange then? in a tentative but reasoned rattem--where there have

deen only so many scattered data, technical studies with a limited

focus, sectoral programs and decisions, and vague impressions about

?the serviceability, impacts and the social value of the results.

"sas The data are analyzed in a policy perspective, that is with

emphasis on their order of magnitude, their relation to the whole

system, and a cost/benefit analysis waich encompasses the whole

energy, economic and socio-environmental costs of the present trans-

portation system..."
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b) Execution.

?The project was carried out under conditions of incomplete, unavail-

able or contradictory data, as well as other uncertainties. Many

assumptions and interpolations were necessary. These were facilitated by

?the fact that passenger auto traffic, accounting for over 90 per cent of

?transportation volune and energy in Puerto Rico, is comparable with

urban traffic in the continental U.S. and other industrial countries.

Moreover, uncertainty about data and variables is a normal condition in

policy R&D.

?This situation was to some extent balanced out by the systematic

effort to overcome the severe policy constraints inherent in the usual narrow

?technoeconomic perspective on energy and transportation problems. The

?technological and economic factors were integrated with, and analyzed

im the Light of, social purposes and environmental considerations. 9



?The policy development tock place on three levels.

(3) A macroanalysis of the transportation system and energy demand

ained at an integration of all the variables and a preliminary model of

?the total transportation energy budget.

(44) A microsnalysis of the energy demand aimed at the identification

of the causes of fuel penalties, the removal or mitigation of which would

?ring about fuel economies (conservation).

(144) A cost/tentit analysis was directed at a tentative evaluation

oft . auto owner's cost,

+ full economic cost of the passenger-vehicle sector,

+ full social (that is also environmental) cost.

c) Limitations and results.

?The goals of TEC/PR were determined and limited by these characte-

ristics:

(GG) Tt was a first attempt at a synthesis of a system for which no

model or study design existed.

(i) Tt was not a full-fledged policy R&D. ?The "R" phase was multi-



disciplinary in terms of the scope of data, but not in terns of direct

Participation from the various disciplines. The "D" phase proceeded with

?the transformation ("conversion") of the "raw" data into policy data, and

expressed then in an organized form. But it did not involve any systematic

interaction with the users--decision makers, planners and administrators.
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For these reasons the study did not aim at the development of posi-

tive policy options. Its goal was to formulate ?policy baselines," that

moang_sumaries of the policy data in a form that could be fine-tuned and

developed into specific alternative recommendations for action, priorities,

combination of means and inplenentation schedules tied to nunerical TEC

goals.



?The value of the result for the purpose of further policy development

and decision making can be judged on basis of the following synopsis of

?the policy baselines:

1, Transportation in Puerto Rico consumes directly (fuel) and indi-

rectly about as mich energy as all the other sectors put together. The

share of transportation energy in the total energy budget may be as much

as 10% higher than in the U.S. as a whole. (The categories of indirect

energy use are listed on the opposite page, originally Figure 3 in

T50/FR. The acronym TDTE means ?total direct transportation energy." The

category "All other energy uses" includes residential and municipal con-

sumption, light and heavy industry, commerce, communications and services.)

 

LL, Upward of 60% of transportation energy is consumed by private auto-

mobiles. This transportation sector is highly publicly subsidized. The

users of automobile do not pay the full economic cost of gasoline [due to

?the equalization of the prices of U.S. domestic crude and the foreign

erude used in Puerto Rico], of highway use and parking. They are also

subsidized on a number of other accounts. This situation seriously dis-

criminates against public transportation.

 

LLL: Concrete measures in such categories as maintenance, use of power



equipment, driver demand and behavior, and traffic engineering could re-

duce consumption as mich as 50%, while still satisfying the need for safe

essential mobility by means of private autonobiles.

 

IW. Transportation energy conservation cannot be effectively implemented

without an adequate transportation system planning and management, integ-

rated with the whole social snd resource system. The lack of such a system

management has created adverse impacts on public and environnental health,

Jend use and environmental esthetics. These are assumed to be comparable

in magnitude with the energy and real economic cost of the present trans-

portation system,

?The figureon pages 6-7 (based on Table 1, TEC/PR) elaborates on

baseline TIT and indicates how it can be translated into public implemen-

?tation measures.

�
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Figure 1. Elements of a node) of total energy consumption
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Figure 2.



A, Synoptic table of the categories and estinated potential

for transportation energy conservation TEC ]in Puerto Rico
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STATE OF THE ART

1, Initial oumnary definitions.

Polley is defined here as the comprehensive, analytical and evaluated

basis for concrete decision making.

Policy RAD is the process of formating policy options (alternati-

ves, recommendations). This process consists of the gathering, selection

and synthesis of the relevant data, and their eventual expression in a

form that allows the respective decision makeré)

a) to wderstand the problem,

>) to make a decision with a reasonable assurance that



+ the option or recommendation which appears the most favorable

is based on a rigorous analysis of all relevant datas

+ the important factors and priorities are clearly stated and

evaluated:

+ all costs (including direct and indirect impacts) and benefits

are stated, evaluated, projected and compared, and possible

?trade-offs are indicated;

+ the recommended (or each possible) decision is coordinated in

?terms of all the sectors it will affect.

?The process can be simply schenatized in this fashion:

PouICY RED =

pana amit 4 /DECTSTON|

Problem definition, options

BASE. and analyais "=+¥°42-> pecomandations > MAKING

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

2. Overview of current practice.?

 

a) Terminology.

The discussion of current practice in the ficld of policy must begin

with terminology. As semanticists and Linguists have taught us long ago,

?the set of words which describes a phenomenon reveals how we think about

it, The conceptual and analytical infrastructure of current policy lan

guage is not in accord with the simple linear model above. The concern

?Examples are selected completely at random for the sole purpose of

concrete illustration. No critical or other implication beyond that is

intended.

 

�
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is not about the precise language being used, but about the precision and

consistency of the language which is in fact used.

Jo start with the Key word, policy is a big, fashionable and milti-

purpose word. Consequently there is little uniformity in its use. A fow

indicative examples must suffice:

+ Weading dictionaries invariably define policy in terns of ?a course

of action." This definition can be found even in contemporary major

studies (0.g., 1,19). It fails to distinguish between policy as

@ possible or recommended directive, and the direction which was in fact

selected (20, 114).

+ Tn the sane context, the meaning of policy can range fron goal or

norm (e.., speed reduction) to operational or technical improve-

nent (e.g., increased vehicle efficiency; ja, 31-32). A research

prospectus of a major foundation (1978) proposed all the following

?conceptions as ?legitinate": "Policy as the pursuit of public

good [goals, values]; policy as politics [partly a data category;

nostly the arena of decision and implementation]; policy as decision

Baking [see below the comments on ?policy making"; policy as social

process [policy reflects or indicates future direction of social

Process]; policy as argument [policy development includes the

assessment of conflicting data or possible choices]."



 

 

+ The very common term ?science and technology policy" is at best

ambiguous. Does it mean policy for the enhancemene of science and

?technology: or, policy in the development of which science and

?technology represent data input; or the relation between science

and technology policy (as directions for technical application

of science?

+ The current expression "policy making? merges policy R&D with

decision making. In this sense the term policy making describes,

perhaps more than it intends to, the greatest weakness of the

current practice. In such expressions as "to control the develop-

nent of policy" ( W.M.Blunenthal, then Secretary of Commerce, in

20, 29 Jan. 1979) it sounds almost like a Freudian slip. A kindred

expression is "...power to decide that this is the policy [the de-

cision maker] wants to develop. This is almost the exact reverse

of the rational progression--a policy "development" to justify a

prior decision, or simply planning to implement such a decision,



misleadingly described as policy development.
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?Two quotations from current national press sum up the lack of clear

understanding of the proper place and function of policy R&D:

?Statement

On Alfred E. Kehn, Chairman, Council

on Wage and Price Stability:

?Substantially, his first love is

policy, particularly regulation...

Still broader questions--policies



with regard to money supply" (Si,

20 May 1979).

  

% Charles Duncan as the now Secre-

tary of Bneray!

"..shis nomination has raised seve-

rai? questions, particularly about

whether he knows enough about enerey

to formlate policies for the hdmi

nigtration, Perhaps more to the

point is whether the senior stat?

of the White House, ever nore ready

to make decisions on enoray, will

pernit hin to function as a? policy

naxer* (34, 29 July 1979).

  

 

Comments



The usual meaning of "regulation"

Te the detatled siasorstfane a ad

ministrative level, of a "framework"

or Nenabling? legislation, which

expresses the poitey formulated and

Selected for the sevasion. ?Thus,

regulation is not in ordinary tech-

nical language in tho sane category

as policy but is rather twice reno-

ved fron it. -- "Money supply" is

fe Anstrment of a particular eoo-

nomic policy; the quantity of money

Supply's fdooisiin within this

policy framework. What is in fact

meant?

 

Translated into the terms of the

policy R&D model, the key phrases

would read: "...whethor he knows

enough...to define the problems and

goals and then to understand and to

evaluate the alternatives or recon

mendations put forth by his policy

staff;" and "...whether the senior



staff of the white House has pre:

empted both policy development and

decision making to an extent that

will not permit effective policy

input from the outside.

 

 

>) The current modes of ?policy making"

?If we reduce a complex process with multiple variations and combi-

nations to the three basic components and phases--Data (generation),

Policy (analysis/development/evaluation) and Decision--we can express

?the current practice by means of the following schematized nodes:

�
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Mraditional? mode

Information flow nun]

~ Perception of problem intuitive

In this mode, policy and decision are completely undifferentiated,

in spite of possible rhetoric. If the "hunch" decision is correct



in terms of result, it is more a product of serendipity-- an

accidental fortunate discovery--than of an organized rational process.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inverted mode [Information flow and perception as above]

}+#?$-___?_--

 

 

Request for

fe ~ ?Reapen fon

-> naive



_Confirmation J "Justitiea?|

of polkey grounds] decision

 

 

 

 

A conmon variety of thie mode is more subtle: the policy staff

are so close to the decision making center that they do not have

?to be asked to justify decisions already made; they formulate

policies which anticipate the preferences of the decision makers.

 

  

Transitional mode

we Tentative]

rf *Ldecision

analys



 

  

   

 

 

   

  

 

Modi fication(s)

?Proposes

?Adjusted

?analysis

| Sasi

 

 



 

 

ALL these modes have in conmon the typical professional qualifi-

cations and the ad hoc status of the policy advisers. Kost fre~

quently they are either data generators (soientific or technolo~

Eical oxperts) or econonists with macro-crientation and/or econo

petrie Dokground, the proper place and function of caoponisis

in policy R&D would require a separate extensive dectsston

The role of scientists as policy advicors has been often enough

a variant of mode TIT; policy advice (in the vague current sense)

is requested but cones in a form that le not usable. This variant

can be schematized as follows:

 

 

 

�
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IIT./Variant: The aborted "policy making?



 

 

 

 

Nongovernnent "Iet's call on

solentific ?the. experts"

experts

1

Yass of information , wo oat

Mot! procesved, = Sie Selenthets,. cient fication

sor" aeelsien Seling &

policy input

1

  

  

 



©) Comments.

?The preceding discussion of the current ?policy making" modes has

only the purpose of better defining and contrasting the full-fledged

policy process which is the focus of the remaining portion of this paper.

No effort will be therefore made to even sample the mass of available

Allustrations--local, national and international. But these various

modes and their combinations figure implicitly in the later appraisal of

the difficulties with and obstacles to policy R&D (pages 26-29).

?Iwo comments appear necessary and useful before turning to the

policy R&D moder

 

 

 

(4) Me term "intuitive," as used above, is well defined by a sta

tonent ascribed to President Carter: "Once the details of a subject are

nastered...decisions cone naturally.? (20, Aug. 1976, 210). the experience

sumarized later: "The more [Carter] studies, the nore it tecones

apparent not only that each problem is difficult, but that each is connected

to other problens" (i2, 5 Feb. 1979, 11). The opposite of plain intuition



in the field of social policy ie not eooko- or econometric decision mal-

ing; rather, it is educated intuitive selection of policy options developed

 

 

 

�
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13.

?through a rational, systematic process (including electronic data proc:

sing where possible and indicated) from all available and relevant infor-

mation. Since any decision to develop and or/apply a new technology re-

quires an assessment of the full social and environmental costs and bene-

fits, only simple and straightforward technical problems belong in the

presently predominant category of decisions made directly on the basis

of engineering data and economic cost (29).

 

(44) Most important for analytical purposes is the ?aborted? variant.

Even in the form of the schema, the process is not always entirely nega-

tive. Although the decision maker may not have received the policy guid-

ance he sought, he retires from the encounter with a possibly more



profound sense of just how complex the problem is and what uncertainties

At involves. This may improve the decision by making it more care

ful and/or extending its time horizon. But the gap between the data gen

rators and the decision makers which this mode illustrates remains as wide

as always.

 

 

 

This fact is so notorious that it has been the subject of several

more or less philosophical expositions. Better known among the are the

?theses of the "two cultures" (l2) or two Wisciplines"--seience and law

(8) with fundanentally different mindsets. Despite valid examples and

argument, this is a two-dimensional analysis, a syllogism without a middie

?term, "Scientists" in the broadest sense are trained to gather and ana-

lyze data and to contribute to their technical application. Politicians

and bureaucrats (many of them indeed trained in lew) are by nature and

circunstances single-decision makers, not policy makers, No amount of

imeidental, ad hoc extrapolation of the talents and oxperience of either

?the data or the decision group toward the policy center can close the gap

vetween them. If it is concluded that the direct input of scientific

data into specific decisions does not work very well (e.g.421 30) 4),

it is like saying that it is difficult (and at times impossible) to



cross a river without a bridge.

 

This missing bridge, "middle term? or,even better, tho necessary third

dimension is the distinct, specialized social technology termed policy RAD.
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3. Policy R&D: The ?organic? mode

If a label were to be put on policy RAD, as it was on the various

current modes, it would be "organic," The relevant definitions of "organic"

are ?nade up of systematically interrelated parte"; "similar in its comp-

Jexity and organization to living organiens." In the current terminology

of policy and management sciences we would speak of ?operational aystens

instead of organisns, and of "systemic" rather than systematic relationships.

 

The policy RAD mode was already reduced to a schema on page 8. A nore

complete graphic presentation is Pigure 3 on the opposite page. This



figure is, in tum, tied in with Pigure 4, the emphasis in both figures,

ag well as in the accompanying Giscussion, is on the process of developing

Policy options (the area enclosed by the full Line) rather than on the

always changing substance of the options (the area enclosed by the broken

Line). An example of the progression from policy options [various energy

conservation scenarios] through the decision [specific fuel economy targets

and measures to achieve then] to implementation, is outlined in Figure 2

on pages 6-7. Planning is? incorporated in Figure 3 in its proper PPB

[planning, programing, budgeting] function. ?This kind of planning ela-

dorates the solected policy for the purpose of implementing it. It is

therefore termed microplanning and is distinguished from the evidently

different level of strategic planning on the policy level (macroplenning).

?The latter could te aloo described by the current term "policy planning.?

But this term is not preferable. Tt is anorphous and does not distinguish

between these various planning level:

 

 

 

 

Policy R&D is at first sight fundamentally different from modes I and

II, ?he overpowering decisional factor in both is the political hunch,



supported , where indicated, by straight economic cost-benefit analysis.

In the era of mss media, it has also become important to consider how a

particular decision will look or can be made to look.

Policy R&D is similar to mode III in that the initial decision to do

something about a perceived problem is followed by a decision to initiate

a policy analysis. From this point on the two modes differ substantially.

Even in the most favorable instance of mode ITT --the policy analysis is

competent and leads to a palpably better decision than would otherwise

have been the case--the practice is ad hoc. Thus it is be definition sec-

?toral and fragnented.° For the sane reasons it is not conducive to the insti-
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Figure 3. Policy RAD in its schematized context
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?tutionalization and progressive development of a full-fledged policy

Process.

In the worst case the result isan accumulation of information with

no policy value. This has been the history of the bulk of the environ-

. nental impact statements, which are nothing else than legally mandated

policy-like evaluations of prior tentative decisions to undertake an

. activity subject to impact assessnent--a prototype of mode TIT.

 

4. Typical stepe and in policy R&D

 

a) Comments on Figure 4

Figure 4 on the opposite page elaborates the framed~in portions of

Figure 3 by breaking the process into steps and sequences. Although most

of this particular schematization (as far down the middle colum as

"Policy baseline(s)") reflects the specific application in TEC/FR, it

follows a kind of algorithm--a necessary sequence of steps from problem

?to solution--considered to be adaptable and applicable to policy R&D in

general.

 



Due to the selfexplanatory nature of Figure 4, only the purpose of

?the key steps, and the components Data and Policy Model are further ela-

dorated below.

?b) Purpose of key steps

The following list summarizes sone points already discussed above

in a form intended to supplement Figure 4 in the perspective of purpose,

which is tor

(4) Put together a11 the available data

(44) Raise questions about the first definition of the problem, goal(s),

Beans and approach(es)

(444) Indicate broader systemic relations

(Av) Stimutate and guide the redefinition of the elenents in step

.. (Gi) above, and the generation of needed additional information.

: (v) Analyze the now ore) complete data base and develop a

and Integrated problem model °°

(vi) Bransform it into a preliminary policy model ("policy baselines")

by expressing in the form of possible bases for decision

(vii) Revise, supplement and elaborate the preliminary model into a

policy model--further discussed below in section 5-

(vAS4) Provide the decision maker with a complete, evaluated and pro-

Jected vase for his task. Reduce thereby the purely intuitive

Component in decision making and the chance of wrong, irrever-



sible or counterproductive decisions.

 

 

 

lective
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Figure 4, Typical steps and sequence in policy R&D
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The key steps and terms in Figure 4 and the accompanying text, supp-

Jemented by other current terminology, can be simply tabulated as follows:

 

ivi

?> Probiem perception

Problem definition

+ as such

PF cw ree mone an

ce ota meee

sree as peieyquetione

pation eg

question(s) Policy/decisional data

pininy antes A Pay re

erage erat sty ws

ee ee

: se petostecomntting

see coe

 

Dutput



 

 

©) Concrete implications

As concise as the list on page 16 is, it brings out at least three

important features of policy R&D:

 

+ Buphasis on system synthesis-?itoms (iii) to (v). This is the most

SHREomne MEatergati ee ata aniee Gn'agmhceds?? saris ts tte mo

and practice of system analysis, alluded to on page 1. Conventional,

 

U.S, outer continental shelt for the purpose of oil and gas explo-

rations, would consist of 1300 pages of descriptive scientific and

engineering data and 30 pages of also deoriptive discussion of

gooial and environnental impacts. The new regulations of the U.S.

Gouncil on Environnental Quality (47, November 1978) aim at correct-

ing this distortion in the direction discussed here--from data

Processing to policy processing.



    

   

+ opt 2 ical technosconomic

mas (ii) to (iv), An example can be provided Uy Sagi oi ot

GEOR  poricy anaiysis of the plans for rapid mage traneiy in

San, fain. "ie policy approach ie? summarized in the tranelt study az

ollowst

?Plaming any transportation systen is not prinarily @ techno-

economic protien, ?put a comlex, interrelated procege of deci

sion asking about the allocation and managonent, of human,

ergy, environnentai and econenie Tesourees. The policy? analy-

sis [here] aims at supplementing the technical submodel for the

 

 

�
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San Juan transit with considerations derived from the broader

social model. In this framework, the scattered pieces seem to

fall in place enough to make possible the threshold decision.



The bali is then back in the technical planners? court? [item

(iv) in the list above] (9, i,iv: reproduced in 19, Append.A).

   

 

2 leted

?tem (vi), The first

tion in decisional term Ps

to determine whether and ow to proceed toward an elaborated policy

model; it often already suggests the direction for necessary or

preferable decisions, For example, the polley baselines summarized

above on page 4, suggest the direction for a number of first-order

decisions about? the system, as well as specific approaches to TEC.

The San Juan transit analysis provided the basis for an alternative

approach (light rail), more feasible on the account of energy, eco-

nomic cost and human-environmental considerations.

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

4) More on data

Several additional comments on the component Data appear to be

convenient:

(4) Content. The discussion up to this point should be sufficient

to support the proposition that the content of the data, in terms of

substance and field of knowledge as determined by the problem, does not

affect the applicability of the policy RAD matrix. Policies with regard

to Data/Problen pairs as different as those listed at random below are

susceptible of being developed with the help of this methodology. Sone

have been in fact so analyzed and developed, at least in part.

   

    

  

Data Eroblem



Scientific

Ecological Wetlands managenent

Chemical Crude oil spill prevention

Meteorological Coal conversion impact

=<

?Technological Energy use optimization

Economic

sooia Population/Resources (Hunan ecosystems)

Employment training/retraining

 

?This small sample also indicates the inevitable miltidisciplinary

Anput in practically any problen/policy analysis. Major problems may

Fequire all the listed and additional classes of data.

�
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(34) Categories (type of input)

?The miltisciplinary input in terms of content is typically matched by

the variety of the types of data needed and available. te of the major

obstacles in the way of development and application of policy anaiysis has

been the erroneous, pseudoscientific premise that only numerical data are

useful and legitimate. Quantified data can be manipulated with the help

of mathematical forms and electronically processed. This permits attrac

tive exercises in projection and similation. Alternative paraneters ana

approaches to solution can be explored. But that does not necessarily

Produce reliable predictions, even in situations where most of the data

are measurable and interact in a relatively controllable franework. ?Thus,

for example, it was concluded with regard to transportation system manage-

nent in the central business district in Singapore that ?long-run measur

nents in quantitative terms are probably unrealistic" and more subjective

methods should be used (36, 187). Some of the best planners in the world

participated in this project.

An even more important defect of the ?quantification syndrome" (36;

32) or ?numerical-nathematical fetishisn" (31) is the narrow data base

which excludes most of the all-important information on social and insti-

tutional behavior--values, perceptions, probability of acceptance, capa-

bility to implement, etc.?



Another disadvantage was sumarized in an evaluation of 18 regional

snvirennental managenent projects sponsored by the UsS. National Science

Foundation: ?Most projects invested heavily in data/information systens

?to support model development and use. Many of these models require large

data sets in new applications, which will be a limiting factor in their

use" (33,441),

The other side of the coin is the fact that mich information available

has not deen used.1°the reason is often political: the objective data

contradict preconceived decisional preferences. At least equally important

is the fact that the art transforming various types of raw data into policy

data has not been sufficiently developed and widely applied. Ae Figure +

shows ina schenatized form, this process requires often interpolation

and adaptation of data from other places and systens, extrapolation and

imaginative enhancement of data fragnents, and similar techniques. Much

information cones in a neutral statistical or narrative format. Only a:

?the problem and the policy questions are being defined does this data
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acquire meaning and begin to fall in place.

?The situation can be summed up under three rubrics:

+ Precision vi synthesis. Tore is a fundamental difference between

solentitic/technical data on the one hand, and policy/decisionel data on

the other, The former are judged by their precision and predictive powers

the latter by their value for the purpose of the best overall problem

solution. Paradoxically, for all their exactness and format, soientific

data are mostly only raw material for decision making, Moreover, decisions

must and will be mado with whatever data and understanding are available.

Although the central place of policy synthesis in the search for best

overall solutions was recomized carly (e.g., the call for ?specialists

in generalizing," 20, 10,125t.), it has been recognized more widely only

in recont years that sound decisions must be made even when ?all the data?



are not in or when they are "furzy, and what the power of policy synthesis

is to produce feasible options under these conditions. the ?fudge factor,"

?the tane of technicians, hac a legitimate place in policy R&D if it is

used with professional judgment and explicitly acknowledged.

  

 

+ Hard data. ?These are numerical, quantified, classified, systenatic

date of a type that is compatible with mathematical modeling and electro

nic data processing. Where such data exist, they must be used to the

extent they are relevant to the problem definition and solving. In the

Kind of problem situations to which this paper addresses itself, aswell as in

similar situations of social decision making, the hard data or quantified

nodels will at best represent an input (submodel) in the policy model. To

state the obvious, hard data are not Limited to solence and technology or

to statistics, For example, the organogran of a governnent that provides

information as to what agencies are related, and how, to the particular

Policy problem, decision and implenentation, is a hard input into the de-

velopment end evaluation of policy recomendations on that problem.

+ Soft data. Soft data are all those that are not hard. In socially-

oriented policy R&D that appears to be the great majority of information.



Some of the current types of soft data have beon described as "gross,

generalized, order-of-magnitude data, trend data, interpolated, impres-

sionistic, estimated, random, "fussy," etc. The related concerns in the

Policy use of such data is about the degree of evaluatiom, the degree of

reliability, the "confidence coefficient," and similar etandards. Policy
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RAD which proceeds within a mandatory legal/normative framework, or which

prepares the way for a change in law or regulation, encounters a parti-

cular combination of hard and soft data. The letter of the law is hard;

the interpretation, precedent and practice are softer than it is gone-

rally realized and admitted.

(11) Political/institutional asta

Except for what was stated about law and institutions above, these

data are soft and are a necessary input into any policy RAD which is ex-



Pected to lead to a public decision and its implementation. Policy ana~

lysis and recommendations cannot be realistic if the willingness and ca-

Pability of the government to decide and to execute the decisions are not

?taken into account together with other dat. This input is fundanentally

different from node II (page 12, note; it mist be also distinguished from

?the political/executive process of selecting anong objectively elaborated

policy options or recomendation. The situation cen be illustrated by a

contemporary event, the Keneny commission investigating the Three Mile

Island nuclear accident. The political and administrative decision making

was represented hore ty the President and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

respectively. An apparent effort to practice mode II was the President

statement that he would accept the panel's recomendations "if they are at

ali practical," with added specifications as to what might be ?impractical.

The objectively-oriented policy process was represented (a) by the response

of the comission that the Frosident?s statenont had "absolutely no impact?

fon its work and that he will be free to accept or reject the reconenda-

?tions "once they are mde;" and (b) by the rebuff to NRC for planning to

resume the issuing of licences before the recommendations are delive-

red--they may affect the present standards and procedures. ?A prominent

editorial concluded that the attitude of the Keneny commission ?suggests

?that At will produce a truly independent evaluation? (3, 26 Aug. 1979).

 

 



 

 

(4v) Public perception as a policy datum

?The perception-~the way of looking at and understanding an issue--is

a very important social datum, whether the problen is of concern to the

general public or to special public interest groups. Where this datum is

operative, it can be overlooked only at great peril to the policy develop-

mont. A classical example was the U.S. national energy plan of 1977,

particularly the discrepancy between the announced policy guideline and

justification ("the moral equivalent of war") and the contemporary public
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opinion polls which were confirming the visible fact: that the majority



of Americans 4id not think there was an energy crisis, if they had any

opinion at all on the subject. ?This was a relatively hard datum, since

Polls are often within a 3 margin of error. Had it been incorporated into

?the data base, and related to energy pricing (a strong contributing factor

?to the public insouciance) and other economic factors, the course of the

Policy development and the content of recommendations would have been

probably different--and more realistic and effective.

5. Policy modeling

a) Definition and distinctions

Policy model is a systemic arrangement of policy data in such a form

as to indicate possible solution(s) and project/evaluate the (relative)

cost/benefit ratio(s). An evaluated option or recommendation for decision

making has the qualities of a vector in the mathematical sense of a quan-

tity with a direction, and,in the navigational sense of a (recomended)

course to follow. Thus it can be said that the policy model indicates

decisional vectors. As distinguished from the raw data end quantified

submodels, the decisional options/vectors need to be expressed in terns

on which decision makers can act with full understanding. The complete

process of policy RAD then involves two kinds of transformation: first

?the ?conversion? of the data input into policy data; second, the trans-

ation of the policy model into aYreadout" in the language of political,

legislative and adninistrative decision making and execution.



 

     

The ?data pollution? and the "quantification syndrome" have led to

?the erroneous notion that most models are mathematical, and that only

such modeling is a worthy undertaking, In fact, modeling is primarily

@ conceptual process, It starts when data are being organized and gaps

are identified as the problem is defined in we policy perspective. There-

fore, even if the eventual model is fully quantified,its preliminaries are

conceptual. In a contraling study of environmental similation modeling

for decision making purposes (40), node development was described as

a ?sequential, iterative process...from simple, relatively crude concept

ual models to increasingly refined [quantified] products" in terms of

?Wate selection, theory enrichnent and validation procedur
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In the present and foreseeable state of the art,mathomatical models



can be constructed and applied with regard to such issues as specific

energy demand, localized air pollution, vehicular traffic pattem and the

like. Almost inevitably they "tend to treat the componente of the...

system separately. Therefore, essential interactions of the system may be

ignored" (40, IV-48). This reason, as well as the demonstrated need for

extensive reference to soft data in any social decision making about re-

source use and allocation, limits the role of mathematical models without

reducing their importance.

Much of the apparent confusion about the role and value of the hard

Y. soft data and models stems from the lack ofa clear distinction, already

?suggested in the preceding discussion of the data tase:

Mathematical models (including their econo- and sociometric forms)

correspond to the scientific goals of precision and prediction.

Policy modeling should obviously incorporate all the available

Predictive dati

 

?but its real purpose is synthesis for decision making.



Tt would be ideal, indeed, if decisional models could be accurate

predictive model:

Judicial process by computers.

 

d) Elements of policy development

This event is-about as probable as the replacement of

Any major social policy model is Likely to be developed with refe-

rence to the appropriate selection and combination of the following

elenents (28)

Goads

What is the preferable

response/solutiont

+ Type. Substance

+ Short~tern considerations

+ Alternative futures

+ Performance modes

1 Systemic cons:



Opportuni ties/Limitations

Resource availability

Environmental impact

Conmnity values

Political constraints

Other specific constraints

Other lack of Means

 

ronce

?Means

Hunan resources

Natural resoure

?Technology

Econ:

Social organization

 

Indices/Scai

Time/space frames

Altematives



Priorities

?Trade-ofts

Socio-economic accounts

Quality of life inaex

Cost/benefit analysis

 

 

 

(cont"a)
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What are bilities

What appears to be most possible



What appears to be most favorable

Why was a particular option selected, ranged first, recommended:

Effectiveness of response/solution

Comparison with other possibilities

Nature and evaluation of trade-offs

Impact assessment ("side effects")

Cost feasibility

Acceptability

+ Adaptability to future change(s) in variables

 

6. Risk assessment

Tt is important to point out separately, and thus to emphasize, that

the two major techniques of risk evaluation--technology assessment and

environnental impact assessment--are in fact specific applicationsof policy

RAD,



 

In the area of environmental impact, the policy orientation implicit

in the U.S, National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 was not the predo-

minant feature of practice and had to be reomphasized through new regula-

?tions in 1978 (as already discussed on page 18).

With regard to technology assessment, the inherent policy R&D nature

of risk analysis for decision making can be highlighted with the help of a

few short comments.

Data. Risk assessment is a type of policy analysis which requires a

particular emphasis on as complete quantified data as possible. Increase

in objective data reduces the areawhere subjective opinion, impressionism

and emotionalism often associated with risk issues can originate. However,

Public pereeption, social and cultural values are also important data inputs.

Boley process. As elsewhere, scientific and technical data by then-

selves are not a sufficient basis for decision making. They need to be

?transformed into policy options--evaluated, projected, ranged in terms of

?the anticipated risks and possible trade-offs, and expressed in decisional

terms, In addition to the objective difficulties inherent in this proc

high-risk issues have been complicated by the fact that, rather than only

deing data generators, scientists and technologists have assumed roles of

competitors, advocates or even representatives of vested interest, A pro-

Posed solution--the "Science Court" much debated in 1975-76--is an addition-



a1 piece of evidence about the philosophical and analytical distance between
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?the world of objective information and the needs of social decision

making. Even if adversary proceedings (recalling medieval public dispu-

tations between theologians) could determine that one set of dataor techno~



Logical recommendations is more correct than another--for example, radwaste

should be encapsuled in glass rather than in ceramic (3)--!souna public

decision making would still require that the technological option and rick

assessment be coordinated with numerous other factors and considerations,

such as logistics, timing, regulations, monitoring, protection and enfores

ments, costs, eto. In other words, no matter how dominant and reliable

?the scientific and technological data are in the stage of risk assessment,

the policy process still needs to intervene to prepare the ground for the

final political decision.

Role of mcertainty. The most important "end-use" orientation of

Policy R&D is toward making possible sound decisions under conditions of

uncertainty. This role is particularly essential in the area of risk

assesanent. No degree of competence and conscientiousness in the tochnical

snalysis is likely to eliminate--rather than to define mae precisely--the

inherent uncertainties, So much greater the role of decisional intuition,

and the need for policy synthesis to make it educated.

 

 

 

 



?SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

1. Breconditions

a) Understanding of the nature and mission of policy R&D

Tt has been the purpose of this paper to enhance this understanding

of policy R&D with a view to its effective practical application. the

Preceding discussion of the nature and mission of policy R&D can be summed

up in a few simple points

(4) Me necessary technical analysis notwithstanding, policy R&D is

simply @ particular form of rational problem solving. It responds

specifically to the nature of social problems involving or affecting

environmental resources, and to the characteristics and needs of the

related decision making.

(Ai) Soientitic and techno2ogical data are not decisional data. By

thenseves, they are usually not sufficient even to define the whole

Problen(33).This factims been recognized in the form of technology

assessment, that is the evaluation of what is likely to be the social

�
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Ampact of the engineering (in the broadest sonse, from mechanics to gen

tics) application of a scientific discovery.

 

(441) The effective use of scientific and technological information

for decision making typically requires that these data be complemented by

social data (again in the broadest sense):19 that this mltidisciplina-

ry data base be selectively generalized end set into its system context;

?that it be transformed into policy data (elements of a policy model); and,

finally, that it be expressed in the terms of political, legal and/or ad-

ministrative decision making and execution.

 

 

(iv) Policy R&D is defined as this progression from the definition of

?the problem or issue (a planning ideas a possible new technology: a new

Use of @ resource for economic purposes; etc.), through the identification

of the data needed for policy development, to the statement of the evalua-

?ted options or recomendations for decision making.

(w) Policy R&D expressly recognizes that social decision making



normally takes place under conditions of uncertainty about data, project-

ions and broader systemic implications. The ultimate mission of the

methodology is to make decision making under these conditions as rational

and sound as possible.

 

b) Identification of some major obstacles

(4) ack of understanding of the fundamental difference between the

?raw" basic data and the policy/decisional data, and of the consequent

need to practice organized policy analysis ("conversion") so as to make

?the data input useful for the purpose of the decisional output.

 

(44) Failure to recognize the separate and special nature of the policy

Process, which no outreach by the scientist/technician and the decision

maker toward the "policy making" center con substitute. This is the source

of the assumption that the social policy dimension will be added auto-

matically if "a sociologist and economist? join the team of natural scier

?tists and resource managers (1:3, 34)s or it producesmerely conditional

reconmendations (40, xxii: ?...modelers should establish a direct link

with end users. This does not negate the possible need for an interme-

@iary such ace policy analyst "), More extrene is the flat statement of



the ?fact that the tools to do the [policy] analysis required, by the envi-

Tonnental impact statement concept are not available? (Letter, 8.K.Fairfax,

Seience 202(8 Dec.2978)1040, Contrast 21).
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(414) No matter in which particular discipline he was originally trained,

?the successful practitioner of policy R&D will be above all a specialist in

generalization (20). But the prevailing scientific and professional ethos

does not favor generalists (52). Voices that emphasize the need for ?inter~

@isciplinary...cynthesis of existing knowledge...to help to solve a [social]

Problen or advance Imowledge about a new issue" (39, 26 March 1977, p. 205,

quoting 8. K. Schneider, clinate and food research scientist) and compare it

in importance to the generation of new disciplinary Imowledge, are recent



ana rare,

 

(iv) Much "policy making" is performed by administrators or advisers

who are trained economists or plamers. However, current economic and

planning theories and methods are not directly convertible to policy RAD

as it is discussed here;1* they are only very important disciplinary inputs.

The undiscriminating identification of (micro)plenning with policy R&D

(nacroplanning) has resulted in documents in which policy rhetoric oubeti-

tutes substance.

(v) A lack of articulate understanding of the nature and mit sion of

Policy RAD may result in counterproductive overreach, ?telling the decision

makers what to do" instead of "concentrating more on the facts (the trans-

formation of facts into policy data] and couching pronouncenents [presenta~

tion and Justification of options and recommondations] in a more neutral

language" (34, 20 Feb. 1977, Sec. 3).25

(vi) Institutional fragmentation, both internal and interagency. This

general nature of public government, coupled with the complexity of major

problems/issues and the recognized difficulty of objective policy analysis,

have generated a host of proposal for better integrated (that is centrali-

ted) policy development and review, and also some experiments. Por examples

 



+ An early proposal for a governor's policy cone? on hunan and nas

Baral rescurses. (20, B78} te v ona

+ AW:8-) national ehyironnantal policy institute, official wut £1-

panciaily independent (197I)e 7 POY mt

+ A recent plea ?by the Federation of American Soientists for a full-

HiBe Independent? professionel organization to "work oh cogpaex ee

Hoy Steuog? (3, vole 2030597996).

+ The on-agnin-off-again President's gclence adviser, now heading the

Office of Science and Technology Policy. Both in name enn fetes

this is a sectora) policy gone:
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But the structure of bureaucracy and the established lines of command in-

side the agencies, as well as on the cabinet level, do not favor an effec-

?tive interposition of policy review and integration. The failed effort to

do this in the Department of Defense (1977-78) appears to be a classical

seenaric--even if personality factors need to be considered alongside

conceptual and institutional constraints

 

(vid) ?The failure, limited success or demise of the various attempts

?to institutionalize policy R&D point to the ultimate and probably most

important obstacle--the conflict between the rational thrust of objective

policy analysis and the prevailing conceptions of political and bureau

eratic decision making. This conflict is particularly sharp in areas such

as those to which this paper addresses itself. Energy, onvironmental and

?transportation issues have massive social implications; therefore they

vecone "political" issues. Moreover, major regulatory agencies wnich per-

form important policy development tend to identify with the special inte-

rests over which they have jurisdictions and they also control the base



data.1 mey can "narrow the definition of the problem to match the narrow-

ness of [theti] own capability" (38, vol. 202[1979]949, on smog standards

setting) or their perception of the interests involved.

 

(viiL) One aspect of the inherent conflict discussed in the preceding

paragraph deserves a separate montion. It ie of the nature of genuine

policy analysis that it reaches comprehensive and even radical conclusion

it is of the nature of public government that its decisions are disconnected

and Ancrenental (except, of course, far sweeping but oversinplified approaches

~-the Puerto Rican ?Operation Bootstrap" is the closest example at hand--

?the longer-term results of which are often even worse

 

2, The principal implications

The nain difficulty obviously does not Lie in the analysis or justi-

fication of policy R&D, but in the ways and means of its effective appli.

cation. Four considerations impose thenselves on the strength of the

foregoing discussion.

Policy RAD as a methodological dimension of decision making. This

concept goes back to the initial characterization of policy RAD as a kind



of applied social system analysis, as well as to the proposition that it

is simply « particular form of rational problem solving. An approach can

be practiced without being institutionalized. Thus is can more easily
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blend with the predominant modes of policy formation and the governnental

modus operandi. Experience shows that institutionalization in the formof

a particular office has not guaranteed either the quality or the permanence

of policy analysis.

Policy R&D mist be integrated into the decisional process trom thé

very beginning, "Beginning" is when a problem is first perceived, or

technical data are gathered and analyzed in the perspective of a public

issue or application. Policy RD cannot be fully effective when it takes

Place outside the decisional process and merely tries to ?transfer [policy|

research results? (9) into it. When a policy analyst is called on in the

later stages of the decisional process, there are only two possibilities:

either he raises the initial questions of problem definition and syst

relations, causes the process to go back to ?square one,? and is 1ikely to

be viewed by the other parties as a nuissance and a epoiler; or he goes



along and thus merely adds to the preconceived decision the rhetoric and

aura of policy respectability.

Decision makers mist understand and therefore want policy R&D. Despite

recurrent expressions of doubts (e.g., "NEPA authors erred by assuming that

environmental decision making by federal agencies is rational or can be;

S.K.Pairfax, quoted on page 27), it is permissible and necessary to assume

that if the decision makers cone to understand (i) the multiple optimizing

effects of policy R&D as the transmission belt between data and decision,

(41) their undiminished (and perhaps unfortunate) power to select the least

favorable alternative solution even in the face of fully analyzed and pro-

jected better alternatives, they will want policy R&D to become a standard

operational procedure.

Policy R&D needs to be recognized as a discrete professional "specialty

dn generalization," not a mere ad hoc extrapolation of such disciplines as

economics, planning, social sciences, management or information processing.

The task of multidisciplinary synthesis and conversion for social applica-

?tions deserves to be regarded as equally important as--if not more important

?than--the generation of new knowledge.
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Notes

1 uy source on this is B.S. Quade (then RAND, now ITASA), sometine

in 1969-70.

2 wigtorical as well as contenporary illustrations of the "policy para~

lysis of the nation? (N,¥.Times, 8 July 1979, sec. 4) abound. President

Garter concluded that ?the American peopie...feel their own government

can't deal adequately with crucial issues" (press conference, cited in

U.S. News & World Report, 31 June 1979, p. 17); with regard to the iscue

of energy, outgoing Secretary Schlesinger confirmed that (more than two

years after the 1977 energy message) the United States had no energy

policy (in the comprehensive sense

 



 

2 See the apposite summary from a critique of the limited planning

elated to rapid, traneit in San Juan, on page 25, par.) beuow. the

Teduotionist analysis is still apparent, at least with regard to the

gyaluation of light-rail transit, in a 1977 congressional study (5); the

link-up between transportation and environmental planning (air qiality)

appears in 2 DOI/EPA guidelines (7). It is not surprising that the

initiative for such a crogs-agency effort cane fron the President. There

is no other specific point in the system where policy integration could

originate, unless mandated by the enabling congressional legislation.

The Counei1 on Mvironnental Quality is, of course, part of the executive

syste of tho President.

4 4 project styled ?Altemative acenarios for transportation energy

conservation in Puerto Rico, 1980-85" 1s scheduled for FY 1980. Tt will

seek to ?transform the basic policy analysis of the TEC/PR study into a

set of concrete, quantified scenarios, elaborated in the following dinen-

sions: TEC targets / Tine franes and?sequences / Alternative combinations

of (i) the indicated public government measures, (ii) possible or antici-

pated technical, modal and institutional innovations.? The composite fi-

gure on pages 6-7 above represents a first conceptual matrix for the

Purpose of structuring the scenarios, and some gross but comparative

base data with which to bogin the setting of quantified fuel econoay

targets.



   

  

5 see algo the warning by P. Handler, President of the U.S. National

Academy of Sciences: " Don't use science and technology as though ?they

wore one word." Science 205(1979)283.

© For example, to use to current Puerto Rican policy documents and to

focus on transportation, (i) while transportation in and access to the

eoastal zone is one of the crucial management factors, the state CZM plan

(1978) contains the obligatory chapter on transportation, but it lack any

ibstantive policy content; there has been also no apparent coordination

28, e ighyay building progran of ancther govornsent, department. (11) A

simultaneous "Plan for integral development? (Planning Board, 1978) linits

itself to advocating further highway building (the still predominant public

Policy, affected also by the availability of federal funds, although Puerto

Rico has one of the densest road networks in the world); it makes no mention

of the ongoing planning for a rail transit. - The "Plan" also illustrates

auedhan cheeactersatic cf mode 111 documents: the tactile uge of policy vo

cabulary without evidence of the corresponding analytioal ?deep strucyure
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? 00 cite just one instance: When the pesticide division of the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency waa formed, the U.S. Department of Agri~

culture transferred to it ite data "bank". It consisted of one million

docunents, among them 300,000 toxicological studies. the material vas not

indexed. Tt tock two years to organize. And? the Te renen-

dous gaps (Science 202(1978)600). Just how widespread the weakness of

theory and analysis Is, not only in matters pertaining to policy R&D, can

be {llustrated from a completely different field: a review of "Ecological

and sociological studies of Gelada baboons" speaks of "nase of descriptive

information and no theoretical, franework within which to order the quenti-

tative data that are presented" (Solence 203(1979)741)., The approadh of

the electronic data processors to the "date pollution? is described aa

?onputer mapping.? It ins at more information with fewer data ty means

of portraying? the "relationships among massive anounte of data... that

decone apparent only as they are seen" (Prospectus of the Center for Ma

nagenent Research and the Taboratory for Conputer Graphics and Spatial



Analyeis, Harvard University, 1979):

  

 

§ rt Se thie Kind of narrow-scope planning in a social vacuun that is

Being referred to when it is stated that "interest and confidence generally

in long-range transportation planning has declined? (48, 37).

9 there is a close and not surprisin,

ere is a clo not surprising analogy between this approach

and the narrow economic cost/benefit calculation of resource use ("inter

nal? cost), as distinguished from ?external? cost--exhaustion and deterio-

Yation of resources, public health impacts, lowering of the quality of

life and environment, ete.

 

 

7° already emphasized by @ UNESCO conference in 1968 (43).

These are sone representative references: (i) ?Lack of data is not

an ingurmountable obstacle...When data are lacking, oven the crudest ob-

servation will often yield viable results. ..gmall amount of data is



(2, 653,56); (ij ?Where empirical data is

missing, extrapolation of [available] aata...based on sound engineoring

jgdemeney Hearecemmented, G2): GUL)". ruse? cf new concepts that recog

nize data limitations and pronote decision making with fuzzy information"

should be encouraged (33, iv). A practical advice fron a totally different

field is apposite: a successful stock analyst prefers to be "vague

right (rather then precisely wrong (Forbes Wag.y 1 March 1977 °° 75),

 

   

 

12 this is also an example of the conflict of special interests nonti.

ed earlier in the text: the advocates of these particular solutions to the

problen of solidification and subterranean disposal of radioactive wastes

have had long-standing and well-funded research programs in the respective

areas they promote as the best solution.

29 this includes ty definition monitoring data and relevant past oxpe-

pignee, Except in Figure 3, feedback loops to the date tase aren

for the sake of graphic simplicity. ° © dats tase ane onivted



uy

H.,,Ay Simon, the recipient of the 1978 Nobel Prize in economics, dis-

?inguished hinselt since the mid-1950s dy disabusing convents won coin ease
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notions, such as that of "rational choice"; the presumption of mowledge

by the decision makers of the alternatives and their consequences; and the

aseumption that decision makers ?optimized? decisions, ratier than choosing

the first solution that was "good enough." Simon's analysis was along

2ines compatible with the operational Premises of polloy RAD." See th

review article by J.G. March, 38, vol, 20H, 1978}858. Another example of

the lag of economic? theory as @ contributory discipline to policy RED can

be fod in the crucial area of cost/benefit evaluation, principally with

Foference to the difricult-to-quantify, but nonetheless essential external

(social, environmental) cost of economic activities.

 

 



 

4s

Tho language of this report on the criticism of, and response by, the

Congressional Budget Office Lisel reveals «vague understandion of the

conceptual structure, as pointed out by the added comments in brackets.

16 in ouch @ crucial area as oneray policy, the government has had te

rely largely on data supplied by the petroleum indsetry.
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